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Number 5

University Ready To Observe UN Day
Bears Enter
State Series
Under Par

Student Aid
Agencies Are
Coordinated

Jim McBrady Is Out;
Three May Not Start

A plan designed to streamline
the administration of student aid
was adopted this week by vote of
the University faculty.

Maine's football hopes in the
State Series, which opens this
week for the pale blue against
Bates, rest on the decision of the
team physician about three Maine
backs.

Assembly Is
Open To
The Public
Dr. Carl J. Friedrich
To Talk OnGermany
The University of Maine will

In the past scholarship grants and
observe United Nations Day toloan funds have been handled by sevmorrow in a program highlighted
eral different committees, groups, and r
by a general assembly at 9:45 in
individuals. Each aid unit has func- I
Memorial Gymnasium.
tioned independently.
This observance is the University's
To overcome these difficulties, a comHenry (Rabbit) Dombkowski, Regmajor
contribution to United Nations
mittee headed by Prof. Fred Lamoreau
gie Lord and Charley Loranger may be
Week, proclaimed by President Truand
composed of the members of the
lost to the Bears for the Bates game.
—Newhall Photo
PROFESS012 WILLIA M F. ScAmmsx man for October 17-24 in conformity
Scholarship and Loan Fund committees
NANCY HYDE
Nothing definite was announced by
with the request of the UN itself.
Miss Hyde, a transfer student from has developed a coordinated plan.
either Coach Eck Allen or trainer
The speaker at Maine's general asThe new plan provides a simplified P
Stan Wallace, because the full extent Boston University, is one of two new
will be Dr. Carl J. Friedrich
students
to be given roles in the approach for the student who seeks
of the injuries to those men may not be
of the Graduate School of Public Adforthcoming production of the Maine aid. He will make application at a
known until Saturday.
ministration, Harvard University.
Masque
Theatre,
single
"Arms
office,
and
rather
the
Man."
than
at two or
Lost to the team for the remainder
past.,
Dr. Friedrich's topic will be "The
more as has been necessary in the
of the season is starting center Jim
United Nations and the German
The plan will not affect to any extent
McBrady, who received a fractured
Crisis."
present policies and personnel.
leg in the Connecticut game. DombPrivate funeral services for William
Last night the International RelaThe President of the University will
kowski was cut over the eye against
Francis Scamman, associate professor
tions
appoint
Club marked United Nations
annually
New Hampshire, and he was hurt
a group to be known of English,
who died Monday evening
Week with a discussion of "World
as the Committee on Student Aid.
again at Storrs. Neither he nor Lord,
after several months of failing health,
Federalism" in Estabrooke Hall. ParMembers will be chosen from the facwho has an ankle injury, had rewere held this afternoon at his home,
ticipants included Henry A. Peck, inulty and the administration. Three 144
ported to practice until yesterday, and
College Avenue.
structor in eamomics; Cecil J. Reythey will work out lightly for the
The University of Maine band will additional committees appointed by the
Professo
r Scamman had completed nolds. associate
Presiden
t
balance of the week.
will
professor of English;
function
on placement,
break out in all its glory Saturday at
22 years as a member of the University and Thomas
scholarship and loans.
R. Woolley, Jr., instrucOf the three backs. Charley Loranthe initial State Series football game
of Maine faculty.
tor in speech.
ger is probably in the poorest condiOne secretary will keep the records
when new uniforms, new baton twirl- of
He was born June 3, 1886, in YarThe IRC is distributing on campus
all the committees and coordinate
(Continucd on Page Five)
mouth, the son of the late Joseph Hen- a circular
ing, and new band formations are un- their work. This secretary will
entiled "United Nations, a
receive ry
and Flora M. (Thoits) Scamman. Three Year
veiled to what is expected to be a near applications for student aid
Record."
and
bring
Married Students Meet
After receiving his secondary educacapacity crowd.
them before the proper committee for
(Continued on Page Four)
tion in the schools of Berlin, N. H., he
To Consider Charter
(Continued on Page Four)
consideration and action.
became a member of the class of 1908
Families in the South Apartments,
at the University of Maine.
New Faculty Members
Cabins and Trailers will meet this n
Following his graduation, he was emevening at 7:30 in Aubert Hall to
ployed as a scientific aide in the U. S. Announced By President
consider a proposed charter which has
Bureau of Entomology. In 1914 he beThe appointments of Robert V. Supbeen drawn up by a committee secame a supervising inspector for the ple, Newburgh, N. Y.,
as assistant
lected at a recent meeting.
National Canners' Association.
professor of education, and Cedric R.
In 1919 he began several years of Cushman of Portland as
The committee chairman is Robert
Many college students work in dininstructor
teaching in Maine and New Hamp- of chemical engineering, have
Capers. Members are Norman Suarez,
been
ing halls or rake leaves, but not Wilshire schools. He was a member of announced by President Arthur
Vincent Petrie, Warren Knowles,
A.
fred
Mills
North
of
Haven,
Maine.
the Bangor High School faculty in Hauck.
Sherrold Smith, and Ronald Berry.
1924-25.
The proposed charter calls for gov- This U. of M. Junior flies home every
Supple, now completing requireComing to the University as an in- ments for a doctor's
week end to dig clams.
ernment by an elected council.
degree in philosostructor in English in 1926, he did phy at New York
Every Friday afternoon after his
University, gradugraduate work and received his M.A. ated from State Teacher
last class, Mills gets into his J-3 Piper
s College of
in
1930.
Cub at Old Town Municipal Airport
New York. He received his Master's
Promoted to an assistant professor- Degree at N.Y.U.
and flies 72 miles to North Haven, a
ship in 1929, he was instrumental in esCushman, a Maine graduate in
small island 12 miles off Rockland.
tablishing a course in technical com- chemical engineering, has done
By working all day Saturday, Mills
Miss Betty Reid, secretary of the
graduposition which has since attracted con- ate work here. He served for
Veterans' Education Office, returned to is able to dig more than a barrel of
39
siderable attention in educational cir- months with the Army Chemical Serher home, at 126 Grove St., Bangor, clams, which brings him about $9.
cles.
vice.
last Friday, following an appendectomy Since the round trip costs him only $3,
Prof. Scamman edited publications of
performed at the Eastern Maine Gen- Mills believes this is good business.
the Maine Technology Experiment Staeral Hospital two weeks ago.
A veteran of the U. S. Army Air
Mailing
tion and several of the University of
addresses
which
Her mother said she would probably Force, Mills was discharged in July
.vcren't
written legibly during
Maine
Studies.
He was a member of
remain at home for at least two more of 1946. He holds a reserve commisthe registration period are (-dmthe American Society for Engineering
weeks.
sion as second lieutenant, and a Maine
plicatiag distribistios of THE
Education and the Masonic orders.
private pilot's license. He is majoring
MAINE CAMPUS to the apHe is survived by his widow, the
in mechanical engineering.
Aggie Club To Meet
proximately 2,000 off-campus
former Christine M. Shaw.
Mills traded a 1947 Ford for his
students
and faculty members..
The Agricultural Club will hold a plane last summer. During vacation
Campus
meeting Tuesday, October 26, at 7 p.m. season, he worked as a lobsterman,
ROTC Enrollment Now 780 Registra staffers are using the
r's files in an effort to
in 33 Winslow Hall. Dean Arthur supplying hotels on the mainland.
A total enrollment of 780 students in
identify names and addresses of
Deering will speak on current items of
A small pasture on the island is
the University ROTC unit Ns as anPersons who haven't received
interest to all Agricultural students.
Mills' home airport, about 441 minutes
nounced
their copies on time. aad are
today
by
the
Departm
ent
of
All students and faculty members in from the University by air.
Military Science and Tactics. The
striving for perfect distribution.
the College of Agriculture are cordially
Without his plane, he would not be
breakdown by branches is: Infantry,
Persons who have not been reinvited to attend.
able to get home for a full week end,
469;
Coast Artillery, 186; and Signal
ceiving the Campus are urged to
Refreshments will be served after since the Rockland ferry does not op—Newhall Photo Corps, 125. Of the
total, 118 are adcall E.rtension 52.
the meeting.
erate on Sunday.
MILLS AND HIS CUD
vanced students.

Band Will Don
New Uniforms
For Bates Game

Pin-Money Desire Leads Student

To Become Clamdigger

Miss Reid At Home
After Operation

rof.Scam man s ,embly
Funeral Services
This Afternoon
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Gonyar Radio Guild's Mr. University

Bates Host
ForGovernment
Meeting
Ralph Barnett, president of the General Student Senate, has announced that
three MOiC joint meetings of representatives of the student governments of
the four Maine colleges will be held
during the present school year.
At the first meeting, held at Bates,
the group discussed a number of common problems. In view of the enthusiasm that the state series football games
arouse it was agreed to adopt a standard policy in regard to payment for
damages done by students to property
of other schools.
It was agreed that if the individuals
responsible for the damage can be identified they will be required to pay all
costs thensselves. If individuals are not
detected but can be traced to a school,
the entire student body of that school
will be assessed for the damages on a
pro rata basis.
The group is working on plans which
it hopes will lead to closer and more
friendly relations among the four colleges.
The next meeting will be held at
Bowdoin, just prior to the Christmas
recess.

Dance Being Sponsored
By Canterbury Club
The Canterbury Club will sponsor
a stag dance after Friday's Bates
rally. Chairman Dick Schonland and
his committee have announced that
the Maine Bears will be the orchestra.
The club's next four meetings will
be held in conjunction with MCA
meetings each Sunday at 7 p.m.
A work party was organized at the
last meeting to complete a painting
project at St. James Episcopal Church,

Orono, Maine, October 21, 19th
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Union Building 11
Drive Progress
Is Termed Good
John C. Sealey, executive secretary
of the Alumni Association, said late
this week that the Union Building
Fund drive is progressing "very well."
The Building Requirements Group,
which is studying possible changes in
the present plans, will meet soon. Following its decisions, working drawings will be made up in anticipation
of early construction of the building.
The group includes Professor John
E. Stewart, Winthrop C. Libby, Frank
M. Taylor, Dean Edith G. Wilson, and
Dean Elton E. Wieman, and the
following students: Willard Nisbet,
Jr., Donald Spiller, Robert Capers,
Mark Shedd, William Hopkins, Barbara Hines, Nancy Carter, and Joanne
Josselyn.
Sealey announced that William C.
Darroch, '39, had started this week
from Cleveland on a tour through the
West and Far West to reopen the
Nationwide campaign among Maine
alumni to finish the drive for the
Union Building.

—Newhall Photo
Guild Welcomes Mr. University
LitchLawrence
University;
Mr.
Gonyar,
Reading left to right: Margaret Hanks, Publicity Chairman ; George
Absent
Director.
Program
Graham„
Reta
University;
Mr.
for
Alternate
field, Acting President; Ted Gridley,
when photo was taken, Mrs. Margie Williamson, Faculty Adviser.

0

Square Dance Club
Plans Dance Tuesday
The Square Dance Club has scheduled a dance in the Women's Gym for
Tuesday night from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Chaperons at the Stag Dance were
Prof. and Mrs. Maynard F. Jordan
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Crossland.

The Politics Club will meet in
North Estabrooke recreation room on
Wednesday, October 27, at 7:30 p.m.
Guest speakers will defend both the
present bi-partisan foreign policy and
the stand of the Progressive Party.
Leading the discussion will be
Charles O'Connor and Richard Hill of
the faculty, Rev. Elwin Wilson of
Orono, and Charles Brewster, prominent Bangor attorney. Dr. Robert
York will preside as moderator.
A question and answer period will
follow. Everyone interested is invited.

The search for Mr. University, Mas- productions are a major interest. Ted
ter of Ceremonies for University of too has had previous radio experience.
The judges who selected Mr. UniMaine Radio Guild Programs, is ended. George Gonyar, a junior, is the versity were Mrs. Phyllis Williamson,
man with the voice. The new Mr. speech instructor and faculty adviser
University is a history and government
to Radio Guild; Mr. Walter Duncan,
major. George is a member of the
Reta Graham, proMaine Masque, a Sigma Phi Epsilon speech instructor;
Radio Guild; and
for
director
gram
Radio
of
member
pledge, and an active
Guild. Previous work on Guild pro- Margaret Hanks, publicity chairman
ductions and work in a local station. for Radio Guild.
show his interest in radio.
Close runner up and chosen alternate , Alouette, Perhaps?
The Off-Campus women will hold a
for Mr. University is Ted Gridley, a
feed at 5 p.m. Friday, Oct.
spaghetti
Le Cercle Francais held its first
Sigma Chi man. A senior English mathe rally. Everyone planpreceding
29,
jor, Ted likes creative writing as well meeting of the year Wednesday eveshould sign up beforecome
to
ning
as sports and acting. Plays and their ning at Room C, North Estabrooke.
hand and meet at the MCA building at
4:45. A charge of 25 cents will be
made.

Spaghetti Feed Slated

1

Dods I ariet) Store
105 Oak

DON SPILLER
•

Boyd & Noyes, Inc.
Jewelers
First Quality Diamonds
Exclusively
Towle Sterling Silver
All standard makes
of Watches
25 Hammond St., Bangor

Extra heavy Brushed Wool
Huge assortment
of handsome plaids

8.98

JoHn PAUL CO.
55 PICKERING 50.. BANGOR

LOOSE, ugly dandruff and scraggly locks were getting Billy's
nanny. Then—he discovered Wildroot Cream-Oil and ate half
a bottle before discovering that a little is all you need to
groom hair, relieve dryness and remove loose dandruff. Have
you tried it? If not —goat to your nearest drug or toilet
goods counter for a bottle or tube. today. And ask your
barber for professional application:. No ifs. ands or butts
about it -Wildroot Cream-Oil is again and again the choice
of men who put good grooming first. It's also preferred by
goats of distinction. No kiddin! Try it!
* of327 Burroughs Drive, Snyder, N. Y.
Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N.Y.
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Fewer Tags,Claims
Parking Victim

Published Thursdays during the college year by students of the University of
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, per semester. Local advertising rate: 60e per column
inch. Editorial and business offices 202 East Annex. Telephone Extension 52. Member Associated Collegiate Press. Represented for national advertising by National
Advertising Service Inc., College Publisher's Representative, 420 Madison Ave., New
York 17, N. Y. Entered as second Class Matter at the Post Office, Orono, Me.

The Maine Campus
Cliff Whitten
Gentlemen:
Will Nisbet, Jr.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
BUSINESS MANAGER
Just back of N. Hannibal there is a
Doris Vollmer
Jerry Rogovin
small
square lot. It has a plain dirt
NEWS EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
Walter St. Onge, Jr.
surface just like any ordinary parking
Biff Shalek
MAKEUP EDITOR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
lot. There are no signs restricting
Larry Jenness
Kenny Zwicker
parking on this area.
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Janet Pettee, Carol Carr
Day after day cars are parked in this
Joe Tillem
SOCIETY EDITORS
ASST. MAKEUP EDITOR
lot. And day after day the owners of
John Stimpson
Don Spitler
said cars are presented with those nice
ASST. BUS. MGR.
BUSINESS ADVIER
red tags.
David Hamlin
George Vardamis
-1e),.ens.s44 EON
CIRCULATION MGR.
ASST. ADVT. MGR.
Perhaps this area is covered by the
Marilyn Wyman
Virginia Stickney
parking
regulations. Even if it is, one
SUBSCRIPTION MGR.
ASST. CIRC. MGR.
Your Editor And Mine!
Patricia Woodward
small NO PARKING sign placed at
Caroline Beckler
BUSINESS SECRETARY
ASST. BUS. SEC.
this lot will eliminate this daily tagEditorial Assistants: Bill Brennan, John Murphy, Clair Chamberlain, Shirley
ging
business.
Look, Millard Whitaker, Don Gross.
Advertising Staff: Wesley Bradford, Norman Martin, Marilyn Russell,
As the organ of the campus, it is
Harry Hulley, Joyce Chipman.
your duty to direct this request to the
Circulation Staff: Paul Tro.vorgy, Cliff Manchester, Nancy Knowles, Shirley
proper
channel. How about it? Let's
By
BILL BRENNA
Lang, Nancy Wing, Millicent Guptill, Doris Fowler, Shirley Johnson,
decide the value of a person's birthhave
a
sign!
Barbara Burrage, Ethel Barley, Elizabeth Gray, Clair Malcolm, Joan
right.
These organizations take into
At a state university such as this,
Cunningham, Maxim Gray.
M. H. Coleman
their
own
hands
the
every
power
person
of
deterwho enrolls to pursue
Sports Writers: Al Moulton, Norma Drummond, Bob Lord, Reggie Hall,
It sounds like a reasonable comsome line of education is theoretically mining if a person is desirable or not
Don Povich, George Brown.
Reporters: Roger Andrews, Elwood Bigelow. Roger Blake. Richard Dillon, allowed equal rights and opportunities. by examining his or her religion or plaint. It just wouldn't occur to a peFrank Haseltine, Bill Hopkins, Bill Kane, Don King, Betty Ladd, In most cases,
destrian. We'll see what can be done
this holds true, but the color of his or her skin.
John Martineau, Gloria Mockler, Ralph Paradis, Leslie Ray, Simon
about
it.—Ed.
here
at
Maine
there
are two glaring
There are fraternities and sororities,
Sklar, Bob Slosser, Bob Snowman, Alan St. James, Marilyn Wyman,
and outstanding exceptions—fraterni- understand, which do not take such
ties and sororities.
liberties; which do not have this feudaWe have no intent of trying to listic system of barring persons behave either of these social groups cause of their religion or color. But
An interesting point was brought to light during the Maine- abolished from
this campus—condi- until every fraternity or sorority has
New Hampshire football game when Carmen Ragonese, outstanding tions being what they are, such a thing absolutely no bans on these or similar To the Editor: When Biff Shalek
'Wildcat fullback, was injured and had to be aided off the field.
is almost an impossibility. For people grounds, there aren't enough of the launched off on his bitter opinions on
the University's system of education,
Following a long discussion between the home physician and the who like the sort of thing offered by right kind.
frats
and
sororities,
the
It is a deplorable thing when or- he was eloquent in his phraseology. I
organizations
New Hampshire trainers, Ragonese was hustled to the University inare fine. But we do not agree with ganizations, which play as important might remind Biff that the very system
firmary in a station wagon and, from all reports, that is where care
many of the policies of these institu- a part in college life as do fraternities he attacks helped to increase his profor the injured player ended until the conclusion of the game.
tions, and as a result have no desire and sororities, restrict their member- ficiency in the use of this method of
Luckily for Ragonese and all concerned, his case was finally to be affiliated with them.
ship to persons whose parents profess communication. He accuses the faculty
Admittedly, fraternities and sorori- to be of Protestant or Catholic faith, of turning out inhuman animals whose
diagnosed as "acute exhaustion," and he was released later in the
evening to return to Durham by private automobile. A few tempers ties, usually governed by national head- or whose parents had no, or perhaps heads are filled with ether. I refer Biff
flared among the New Hampshire fans because of the apparent lack quarters, add much to the social life only a very minor portion of Negro to the "old, worn out, dead" saying:
"You can't make a silk purse, etc." If
of many individuals. This is good. blood in their veins.
of proper facilities here at Maine to take care of injured players.
With world conditions what they are
Such an outlook is exactly opposite Biff would dig into his coffer and
Although our New Hampshire friends may not think so, this today, it seems wise to get as much those principles upon which this coun- raise the pay of our instructors, build
situation affects not only visiting teams but our own players as well. good time out of life, now, as possible. try and university were founded. more classrooms for us so we may be
But, these same groups, perhaps un- Somewhere in the preamble of the exposed to individual instruction, then
In talking to a few University officials who should low what
thinkingly, are helping to foster a constitution you can find the words perhaps we can achieve his Utopian
they are saying, we have found that more serious incidents have problem that has grown to great mag- "all
men are created free and equal." criterion of a college.
occurred in the past which have necessitated the removal of injured nitude in this present day. We speak
After all, how small can a person
Were it not for the government and
players to the hospital for immediate treatment. However, these men of anti-semitism and of racial preju- be? In a world such as we have today, the efficient manner in which the Unithere is an intense neccessity of having versity provided for the terrific influx
were forced to remain at the field until an ambulance arrived—usually dice.
Often because of national head- people with broad vision; people who of veterans, I would not
an hour or so later—to take them to the hospital.
be a college
quarters ruling, often because of in- will not allow petty grievances to close student. I haven't
the
heart
to dissect
It seems to us that such a situation should be highly unnecessary dividual narrow-mindedness,
the fra- their minds to all fair thinking. How this gift horse. What are Biff's
logical
at a university which has outgrown its infancy and which can now ternities and sororities the country many such people do we
have in the reasons for doing so?
boast of a fine athletic plant and an up-and-coming athletic program. over, not excluding those on our own sororities and fraternities at the UniAnd Biff, I think the dead knew
Why should anything so important as proper care for those in- campus, take it upon themselves to versity of Maine?
why they died. It was to give you and
jured in athletic contests here at the University be neglected?
me a chance to go to school to find
out why they died. The dead no longer
care.
In answer to the cheerleaders' request for more noise from our
Richard E. Dillon
football fans, may we suggest that the University add an indoor
BY B1FF SHALF.K
Mothers, quick to take advantage of
gridiron to its expansion plans? Thinking back to the past basket- Reprinted by
OUR BILL
request:
the situation, shipped their daughters
ball seasons, we are beginning to wonder whether most of the noise
to
Maine.
The
Dean
In the old days when the autumn
of Men, under Dear Editor,
wasn't created by echoes from the deep caverns of the Gym.
breezes blew you were chilled to the pressure from the Inter-Fraternity
It filled me with great pain to pick
•
*
bone. You twisted and turned, hunched and Inter-Dorm Councils, wrote up a copy of the Haim.
Campus yesterAlong with all our suggestions probably the best would be for up your knees to your chin, and tucked Washington to investigate the Dean day, turn hurridly to the editorial
page,
the proper University officials to issue to the car owners on campus your blanket around your shoulders. of Women for UnAmerican Activi- and learn that my favorite columnist,
ties. The Registrar's office was ac- Bill
Brennan, had been dropped from
a list of places where they may park their Cadillacs. At present it This went on until about three in the
morning and then you started think- cused of favoritism among its female the page.
Also pain-inflicting was the
seems that our proud automobile owners are too often seeking a ing; Now if I were
married I wouldn't applicants. Executive Secretary. Gen- recognition that
he had been also
place to leave their jalopies by the trial and summons method.
be lying here freezing. I'd be warm, eral Alumni Association, was flooded dropped from
the mast-head, and that
* * * * * *
with icy letters from irate Alumnae
happy and content.
nowhere in the paper (truly a masterWhen members of the Senior Skulls intimate that cheering at During this era of frigidity the mothers asking why they weren't piece of journalism) was there an
exthis noble institution is hardly what it should be, one should re- Maine Girl came into her own. She given advance notice. The Campus planation of why the favorite author
men were broken into two factions.
of surely at least 99.6% of the people
member that students now have more pressing problems on their organized prayer groups to ask for Those who
were drawn into the vortex
sub-zero temperatures. She recruited
on
Campus had been moved back into
mind than whether Maine gets a touchdown or not. Many of the
brownies to secretly open the windows of matrimony, and those who valiantly the hinterland.
members of the "cheering section" are probably wondering if baby in the Men's Dorms on the
coldest braved the icy perils of the midnight
Now perhaps Brennan (what the
needs a change of diapers, or some such unrelated subject.
nights. She held secret classes on how breezes.
hell do I mean "perhaps," I know
* * * * * *
Then from out of the West came damn well) had
to get men heated up so that they
written something
the
greatest boon to mankind. General with which you did
would
catch
cold
when
they
went
to
Even with the new Plant Science and Engineering buildings
not agree. You
Electric invented the ELECTRIC were within
your rights, I suppose
going up in rapid fashion, the most newsworthy bit of expansion on their barren, icy beds.
BLANKET. "Aha l" shouted the men (and it
The first to
hurts to say this, but it shows
the campus this year seems to be the overflow of automobiles into they started go were the Frat men— of Maine. No more were
pinning busts left and
they to how broadminded I am), to toss
out
the pasture behind East Annex. Could it be that the real Era of right, rather than face the icy sheets suffer of cold feet. No longer was a
his column, but what about the old
Prosperity is with us now that our parking areas are getting too small alone. Aggie students left many a man left to choose between blonde and saying that
the Campus is the voice of
horse out in the cold while they brunette—he could have also—plaid. the students? Evidently,
to handle the traffic?
this is not
weaved horsetail rings. The poor
* * * * * *
They didn't need a wife. They had so when the "people's cherce" get's
Dorm men having no pin or horse. thermostatic control. If there was a trim out on his
car for writing someFrom all indications, the test of wealth here at the University of
made Day's Jewelry store what it is short circuit or a run down battery, thing which
is his opinion.
Maine is not how big an automobile one drives, but how many times today. (It is rumored Cliff Whitten they
rewired or recharged. This you
Sincerely,
a month he eats at the bookstore.
and Bill Brennan used cigar bands) cannot do with a wife.
Bill Braman

I'm Usually Wrong

But

Student Says Shalek
Dissects Gift Horse
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Fall Initiations
Are Reported By
Five Sororities

MOC Schedules
Bald Mountain Trip
This Week End

Alpha Omicron Pi: Judy Black,
Vera Edfors, Martha Given.
Chi Omega: Ethel Stone and Marilyn Seavey.
Delta Delta Delta: Nancy Hubbard and Priscilla Lord.
Phi Mu: Caroline Beckler, Joan
Littlefield, Marilyn Raymond, Paulina
Robbins, Carolyn Rowell, Betty Russell, and Marilyn Wyman.
Pi Beta Phi: Natalie Tarr.

Sunday, October 24, the MOC will
go to Bald Mountain, leaving the bookstore at 9:30 a.m. and returning by
supper time. A lunch provided by members of the Pack and Pine will be
eaten on the mountain. Cost of the
trip will be $1 per person which should
be deposited in the sign-up envelope
at the bookstore entrance.

Lawrence F. Parachini, a representative of the Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, will speak at a joint
meeting of the student branches of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers and the Institute of Radio Engineers at 7:30 this evening in 29
Lord Hall.
Mr. Parachini will be accompanied
Remember: Extension 52.
by F. N. Cowperthwait of the firm of
Cowperthwait and Brodhead, and will
discuss the products of his company
DR. CARL J. FRIEDRICH
and the principles involved in the operSince 1885
ation of electric meters.
UN ASSEMBLY
Refreshments will be served.
(Continued from Page One)
Temporary officers were elected at a
Dr. Friedrich, who recently returned
recent organizational meeting of the from Germany where he served as
Offers you
IRE student branch. They are Leon governmental affairs adviser to Gen.
BANGOR'S LARGEST and MOST VARIED
Gray, chairman; Claude LaPointe, Lucius D. Clay, has been a professor
COLLECTION OF
vice chairman; Norris Hamlin, corre- of government at Harvard since 1936.
sponding secretary; and Herbert Mer- Born in Leipzig, Germany, he came to
rill, treasurer.
the United States in 1922.
Chiekering Pianos
Officers of the student branch of the
During the war, Dr. Friedrich was
Bangor
118 Main St.
AIEE are David MacLean, chairman; director of the School of Overseas AdClaude LaPointe, vice chairman; Wil- ministration. He is the author of sevliam B. Mann, treasurer; and Richard eral books on politics and administra• E. Perkins, secretary.
tion.

ANDREWS MUSIC HOUSE
Records, Music, Radios!

The city manager of Bangor, Oliver
D. Comstock, last Friday morning told
University of Maine trainees in town
management how some of his problems
were actually tackled.
Comstock's talk dealt with the specific problems of rebuilding a wing of
the Bangor City Hospital and relocation of the Bangor municipal airport
from Dow Fjeld to Old Town.
The address was the first in a series
on the general topic, "Major Problems
Facing a Manager on His First Job."
The program was arranged by Professor Edward F. Dow, head of the department of history and government.
Maine's work in this field has recently received recognition in two publications. The Pine Cone, published by
the State of Maine Publicity Bureau,
carried an article by Charles E. Dawson telling of the University's development of its public management curriculum in conjunction with its governmental and engineering courses.

UNIVERSITY BAND

(Continued from Page One)
The uniforms, long expected, have
• arrived, according to Hal Moulton,
student band leader, and will be worn
Van Heusen dealers in Bangor
at the Maine-Bates game. Financed by
the University Bookstore, Inc., at a
THE ALLAN-LEWIS 4110.
reported cost of $6,000, the uniforms
181 Exchange St.
for the band members are now complete. The three drum majorettes, however, still lack new uniforms and, as a
eLVW1AVVVINWININVVVIAM/WVWVtVIA%ININVINVVVVVINVININ Vt result, will not appear with the band
this time.
Bill Bodwell, drum major of the org
e
ganization, will make his first appearance with the band, and Dick SchonFs so
land, sergeant-at-arms, will lead the
5
e
band through extended order drill, giving commands with a pistol.
The band will be dispersed to such a
degree, it is said, that ordinary voice
or whistle commands will be of no
avail.

Guaranteed Watch Repairing

UNIVERSITY WATCH SERVICE

1

5 Mill St.
Over S. and S. Store—Orono

Your Valuables Insured
While In
Our Possession

B,

City Manager
Tells Trainees
How It's Done

Joint Session
Of Engineers Is
Set For Tonight

Bring or Phone

Free Pickup and Delivery
Dial 311

r

R. D. Kelleher

•

nice

VOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN HITS

around

BANGOR and ORONO

your

M & P Theatres

neck!

11 1

1 OPERA HOUSE
z
BANGOR

Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Oct. 21, 22, 23
"RACE STREET'
1 George Raft, William Bendix
Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
Oct. 24, 25, 26, 27
"ONE TOUCH OF VENUS"
Robert Walker, Dick Haymes

BIJOU
BANGOR
Thurs., Fri., Oct. 21, 22
"FOUR FACES WEST"
Frances Dee, Charles Bickford
Sat., Sun., Mon., Tues.
Oct. 23, 24, 25, 26
"GOOD SAM"
Gary Cooper, Anne Sheridan

PARK

TRP10

Men's all wool
Hard worsted suits
Topcoats
Overcoats
Tuxedos

0110\0
Wed. & Thurs., Oct. 20-21
Double Feature
"HAZARD"
Paulette Goddard, MacDonald
Carey
Plus
"THE COUNTERFEITERS"
John Sutton. Doris Merrick
6:30-7:43
Fri. 8r Sat., Oct. 22-23
"THAT LADY IN ERMINE"
(Technicolor)
Betty Grable, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Also Cartoons
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6:30-8:25
Sun. & Mon., Oct. 24-25
"TWO GUYS FROM TEXAS"
Dennis Morgan, Jack Carson
Also Cartoon
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30-8:25

BANGOR
Tuesday, Oct. 26
Thurs., Oct. 21
"EMBRACEABLE YOU"
"THE CREEPER"
Dane Clark, Geraldine Brooks
"GIVE MY REGARDS TO
Also Ed. Kennedy—Cartoons
BROADWAY"
6:30-8:20
Fri., Sat., Oct. 22, 23
"TARZAN AND THE
Wed. & Thurs., Oct. 27-28
MERMAID"
Double Feature
"IN OLD LOS ANGELES"
"ON OUR MERRY WAY"
SiTn:7Mon., Tues., Oct: 24-26
Paulette Goddard, James
"PARADINE CASE"
Stewart
"RIVER LADY"
Plus
"THE CHECKERED com—
Wed., Thurs., Oct. 27-28
"DATE WITH JUDY"
Totn Conway, Geraldine Brooks
"BROOKLYN ORCHID"
6:30-7:37
Bijou and Opera House operate continuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock.
Matinee Prices: 354 to 5 o'clock

The regular length
VAN CARSON tvith
"Comfort Contour" collar

31.50 and 37.50

Dodge Clothes

Year in, year out, on campus and off, VAN CARSON is one of
America's soft-collar favorites. Now with new smartness, new
comfort, new neatness, thanks to its collar stays and lowsetting "Comfort Contour"styling. Fine,Sanforized fabrics—
a new shirt free if your Van Heusen shrinks out of size!
Tug-proof pearl buttons, action-tailored, figure-tapered. And
Van Heusen quality in every stitch. In oxford, $3.95. In
broadcloth,$4.95.Other Van Heusen shirts$3.50,$3.95,$4.95.

lain St., Bangor

•

•
Member Fect•ral R•serv• Bank

et You'llfind college men's collarfavorites in
V

Hellsen
shirts ii

Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

Van

the world's smartest

PIIIII.IPS-JONF-S CORP.,N. Y. 1.N. Y.

i

"VAN NEWISH" IS A TRADE MARK REGISTERED IN THE U. S. TTTTTT OFFICE

The
Merrill
Trust Company

BEN SKLAR'S
Old Town

Maine

With Mmilv• offices In
Eaatmet Main•

Headquarters for VAN HEUSEN PRODUCTS
•SHIRTS
•PAJAMAS
•SPORT SHIRTS
• NECKWEAR
• WOLSEY SOCKS

M•mber Federal Depeteit Irtiretane• Corp.

•
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9111014191%,161:.•,rtr. aptMaine's defense of the State Series
"
C
Mai. AA at00'.64111
Atet
"4"
:
Pre
• ..••4414480
title opens Saturday against Bates.
WiritZter...sotgli4
94*•09
•Ef
TOW 3".0•1145/0
torms
The entire school is very gloomy about
11
LAM%
the outcome of the next three games
PotrF
javr
AMR
.34 444
,
*Nat
IROA
Mrs.9199119
because of the reputed power of Bow9,r 1,9
•1‘9.•
99999
doll and, more important, the injuries
suffered by Maine men against Connecticut last week. Reggie Lord and
Rabbit Dombkowski may not start
against the Bobcats, and Charley Loranger may be lost to the team until
the Colby game.
The loss of Loranger and Lord,
while it will be keenly felt by the
team, are not so grave as the possible loss of Dombkowski. He is
remembered almost always for his
drive in the Maine offensive, but
the Rabbit lives up to his nickname on the defense by constantly racing to the forward wall to
plug up holes opened in the
Maine line by the opposing
—Newhall photo
blockers. Coach Allen said that
DEFENDING CHAMPIONS—Front row: Left to right—Tmm, Smith,
his absence "would he a major
Emery, White, Coulombe, Lord, McBrady, Beals, Hewes, Loranger, and
blow to the team."
Clark. Middle row—Trainer Wallace, Wing, Barron, McDermott, Reilly,
Intramurals this winter have not
Schmidlin, Sproul, Dombkowski, Zollo, Salisbury, Cates, Adams, Turmelle,
been decided yet. Half the fraternities
and Head Coach Allen. Back row—Manager Emery, Morse, Duddy,
want a long basketball season; the
Pruett, Royal, Card, Trask, Dennis, Blaisdell, Fecteau, Roy, Leggett,
other half are hoping for basketball
Beisel, Noyes, and Assistant Coach Snively.
and volleyball. The Nordorms have
The brilliant passing and running
expressed their desire for an entire
The Maine harriers opened their
season of basketball without the other of halfback Ed Ferrigno and bad in1948 season with an easy 19-40 win
sport. The silence of the other dorms juries to key players in the second and
over the University of New Brunswick
has held up any decision by the athletic third periods were the features of
between halves of the MCI-Frosh
Maine's second loss of the season,
office.
34-6. at Storrs.
football
game Saturday.
Charley Loranger returned a
Ferrigno completed seven passes in
kickoff 95 yards for Maine's only
Captain
(Continued from Page One)
John Wallace broke the
tape first in 22 minutes. 4.5 seconds,
score against Connecticut last Sat- as many attempts for a total gain of
tion. Trainer Wallace fears that he
more than a minute behind Lloyd
urday. It was the longest run of 148 yards and he carried the ball 15
times
for
83
yards
will be lost to the team until the Col- si
more
for
a
total
net
Blethen's record time, but enough to
the young season in the country.
of 231 yards. He scored two touch- by game.
defeat Miller of the visitors by a
How can anyone figure out the comdowns.
comforta
ble margin.
The start of series action this week
parative strengths of football teams.
Maine's
only
Adverse
score
weather
came
conditio
in
the
ns
continue
indicates
Maine
that the 1948 title fight will
men took five of the first six
Maine was walloped by the UConns,
34-6. All right, the Nutmeggers held opening period after the first UConn be one of the best. No one team is to hold up the Fall tennis tournament positions to clinch the 4%-mile run.
Yale, 7-0, and the Bulldogs upset Wis- score when Charley Loranger gathered much more powerful than the others, However,the first round is almost com- After Miller, Harland Harndon, Gene
O'Brien, George Reed. and Clint Tripp
consin, 17-7. Now where does Maine in the kickoff ball on his five, ran although Bowdoin is being touted as pleted, and some matches have
been
scored points for the home team.
stand? By the same token, compare wide to his right, picked up good the team to beat.
played
in
the second round.
interference, and raced down the sidefurther. Springfield rolled over New
One of the extra features of the
Maine's first opponent, Bates, has
First round results include Cross's
lines without being touched, to payHampshire last week. 23-0. The WildMaine-Bates game on Saturday will
the worst seasonal record of the four straight
set victory over Douglas, 6-2,
cats were never in the game, and all dirt.
be a dual meet between the school
elevens. Ducky Pond's men have 6-0. Henderson
won from Martin by
The
Bears
had
only
One
other
scortheir players participated. The Gymharriers and the Wildcats of New
gained one win in five starts, the vic- default. Nichols
defeated Gillis, 6-2,
nasts nipped Connecticut the previous ing drive in the wild contest. They tory being over Northeastern, 18-6, a
Hampshire. who are strong in their
6-1.
LePage
turned
back Sawyer, 6-3,
moved
the
up
field
in
a series of plays loser by almost
week end, 10-7. It's too muddled for
own
right. Led by Silas Dunklee, the
the same score to 6-1. Chesley overcame Rakoff, 6-0, 6-4.
from their own 30 to the Nutmeg 35me.
Durham team has beaten Maine for
Maine.
Bob Preble defeated Shaw (score unyard line, but the march was halted.
Coach Chester Jenkins' harriers
Art Blanchard, the shining star for reported). Allen won over Malcomson the past two years. They were upset
It was at this point when Jim Mcopened their season impressively with a
the Bobcats since he joined the team easily, 6-1, 6-0, and Frank Smith de- two weeks ago by Northeastern in a
Brady received his fractured leg.
dual meet, but they have hurdled their
19-40 win over New Brunswick. Johntwo years ago, was shelved by injuries faulted to Leathers.
The summarylast
two opponents easily.
ny Wallace romped home comparativefor a good part of this season, but in
Frank Potenzo, one of the seeded
1 2 3 4
Coach
Chester Jenkins said that the
ly easily, finishing well ahead of secthe Northeastern win he scored two players, easily defeated
Paul Patterson win over New
Brunswick was very
ond-placer Mal Miller of the visitors. CONNECTICUT 7 13 7 7-34
TD's and passed for another, so he is in a second round
match, 6-2, 6-1. 1947 satisfyin
6 0 0 0-6
g because it was decisive.
By the time you read this, Maine will MAINE
apparently back in form. In addition, runner-up Bob
Thoits romped over Wallace was
not pushed in his win,
have met the strong Springfield team
Walker Heap has returned to the Jim Rice, 6-1,
6-2 in another second and Maine
might
have scored fewer
which has lost only to Rhode Island
squad in time for the series.
round contest. In one of the best
points if one or two men had not
State in two seasons of dual competiBates is expected to field a starting matches of the
round, Gerry Faucher faltered in the middle
of the run.
tion. Five of the seven runners are
lineup which includes Cunnane and came from
behind, for the second time
lettermen. Maine will start only two
Scott at the ends, Leahy and Condon in the tourney,
to edge Sam Strode,
letter winners in its seven-man squad.
in the tackle slots, Connors and Faulk- 4-6, 6-4, 8-6.
Larry Van Peursen, varBOWDOIN TICKETS
ner playing the guards, and Parent at sity
Watch Bates carefiilh thi. SatWarren Wilson captured the Unisingles ace last season, walloped
Faculty Manager Theodore S
urday. I'm willing to bet the versity golf title last week at the the pivot post. The backfield for most Cross, 6-2, 6-0, and Owen (Doc)
Curtis has announced the sale of
contest will be a rough one. Car- Penobscot Valley Country Club with a of the season has featured Lin Blan- Southard won over Bigney by default
chard at quarter, Art Blanchard and
tickets for time Bowdoin game
net elevens have alwa,s
36-hole total of 159. Wilson's 159 was
go on sale Monday at 8 a.m.
tough, hard ball. In particular. 15 over par and gave him the edge on Hamel at the halves, and Valoras at
fullback.
The sale will continue each day
watch center Norm Parent, cer- the 25-man field.
Colby will face Bowdoin at the same
from 8 to 5 p.m. until Wednestainly not the most popular
Dick Smith was second in the gross time
on their home field. The Mules
day.
player with Maine fans. He has
scores and Joe Hammond was the net will
be the underdogs in this contest.
Boudoir; has allotted 3500
a reputation a mile long, and
winner with 147. Andy Bunker's 150 They
go into the game with one win,
trekets to the I mmiz•ersity at $2.:;0
none of it is good in the light of
gave him second net.
two losses and a tie.
Fraternity Division .
each. 1500 of the ducats are set
clean football as we are often
Eight other participants were chosen
The Brunswick team will face Colfor alumni who will occupy one
Northern League—
misled to expect.
by Coach Charlie Emery for fall coach- by with a reputedly strong
Theta Chi 18, Sigma Alpha Epsiend of the visitors' side to the
ground atCoach Sam Sezak's frosh team ing and they
will be able to use the tack, but on the other hand, an ineffec50-yard line. Undergraduates
lon 6.
dropped its opener to strong MCI, 26- PVC course througho
ut the year. Bob tive pass defense. The Mules are rated
Kappa
will have a chance to obtain their
Sigma
18,
Delta
Tau Del7. Consider the fact that only 21 men Webber,
Art Levesque, Nick Kasaris, an outside chance because, in Wales
tickets
12.
ta
for $1.50 and ticket numand
are out for the team, and they repre- Art
Charles, Jack Hussey, Don Spear, Shiro, they have the players to
Southern League—
ber 5 from the student athletic
set up
sent half of the freshman male enrollElmer Biggers, and Don Brown are a passing attack.
Phi Mu Delta 6, Sigma Chi 0.
book. Athletic books must be
ment on the campus of those who are included
.
"'resente
d at the Whittier Field
Dormitory Division:
able to play. Lack of practice showed
gate
with
the ticket to gain adBrick
Dorm
MCI Wallops Frosh 26-7
League—
up in the game, which was all MCI
mission. School officials will be
Hannibal Hamlin and Dunn 1&2
after the first quarter. Walt Trenholm Harriers Bow 19-44
Maine Central Institute soundly
stationed at the gates to identify
won their games by forfeit.
played well on the offense for the frosh
Maine lost their first cross country whipped the Maine Froth Saturday
students.
All seats are reserved.
,
North Dorm League—
despite poor protection when he passed. meet of the season to
Springfield Tues- 26-7, paced by the passing of Levesque
A special student train to the
Nordorms #6 & #8 won by forday noon, 19-44.
and good line play.
game is being organised. For
feit.
If it's WW1 and fit to print, the
The Gymnasts placed their five scor1
2
3
information see the Faculty
4
CAMPUS wants it. Phone Orono
#18 defeated #10 & #14, 18-6.
441, Extension 52, or bring your in- ers in the first seven positions to chalk MCI
0 14
Manager.
0
12-26
formation to Room 202 East Annex. up the win.
Froth
0
0
0
7-7
Remember: Extension 52.

Mrie

UConns Wallop
Sliding Bears
In Wild Game

Harriers Face
Wildcats
This Week End

Injury-Riddled Bears Defend
State Crown Against Bates

Rain And Snow
ow Tennis

Warren Wilson
Wins Golf Title
With 159 Score

Forfeitures
Mar Football
Tournament
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Scholarship
Cited As Key
To Social Life

Open Houses
To Feature
Homecoming
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Our Anna Thinks Students Swell Council Limits
After 7 Years At The Cafeteria
Hell Week To
House Premises

For nearly eight years Anna M.
Griffith has been in charge of the
Bookstore cafeteria and has commuted
Hell NVeek—Greek Week to Alpha
back and forth to work from her home Gamma Rho pledges—will begin one
in Great Works.
minute after midnight November 11,
Anna is known by nearly every stu- and continue until 12 o'clock the night
dent who frequents the Bookstore.
of November 13, according to a recent
She began working in the cafeteria decision of the Inter-fraternity council.
in September, 1941, and has seen seven
Tau Kappa Epsilon and Sigma Phi
classes graduated from the University. Epsilon fraternities have also anShe has been a friend to thousands of nounced that they have abolished Hell
students and considers meeting them Week. According to an announcement
an outstanding feature of her job.
from Tau Kappa Epsilon, it is written
Anna has never worked in any part into their by-laws and constitution that
of the Bookstore except the cafeteria, they will not participate in any program
and she prefers it to the other depart- in which the pledges are mentally or
ments.
physically abused.
Although Anna is known to have a
Members of the council left to the
very even disposition, she admits that discretion of individual houses the destudents can be exasperating at times. gree of hellishness to be employed
\Vhen asked to comment upon the during this period, but ruled that all
student body as a whole, Anna said, activities would be restricted to the
"They're really a swell hunch of kids house premises.
—I wouldn't have stayed here seven
Bus Sproul, president of the council,
years if they weren't, would I?"
was named to represent the group at
the National Inter-fraternity Conference in New York, November 26-27,
Work Going Forward
and members agreed to hold fall house
On Heating System
parties the week end of November
The trench that extends from Presi- 19-20.
dent Hauck's residence and crosses
Jim Beaudry, Phi Eta Kappa, was
the roads from the bookstore a-1(1 the chosen northern fraternity ward repreLibrary, closing the area to all but sentative to the General Senate, and
Newhall Photo pedestrian traffic, will be there three Jim McBracy, Sigma Nu, was named
OUR ANNA
of four weeks longer, according to to represent the southern ward.
Carroll Dempsey, superintendent of
buildings and grounds.
The new plant science building that
is being erected behind the greenEducation Club Sponsors
houses has made it necessary to reThe class intramural hockey tournalocate and enlarge the steam heating ment is now in its second week. Not
Saturday Night Dance
lines, he explained.
enough games have yet been played to
55 Columbia St., Bangor
The Education Club is sponsoring a
determine the possible winner, but so
"Changing
the
steam
line,"
DempThe Questors Club, the college felstag dance Saturday, October 23, from
"The Big Fisherman"
far the Juniors seem to be the favorsey
said,
"will
also
provide
two
sepa8:30 to 11:30 in the Memorial Gym. lowship group which meets every Sun- rate means of heating
ites. In the first game the Juniors beat
each
building,
by Lloyd C. Douglas
day
evening
for discussion, has anKen Erickson and the Collegians will
Freshmen by a narrow score of
the
making
it
possible
to
repair
or
re15.00
nounced the following program:
provide the music.
place one line while providing ade- two to one. The scores of the other
October 24—Joseph Cooper, student;
To be published Nov. 16
Students from Bates have been inquate heat through the other."
games are posted in the gym.
"Civil
Rights and the Negro."
vited to stay to the dance.
Order your First Edition
The coming week's games are as
October 31—Richard C. Hill, procopy Now
follows:
Have you seen the new CAMPUS lessor; "Human Relations in Indus- Tumblers To Meet
Friday, 22nd, Jr., Soph.
alofficef Drop in.
try."
The Tumbling Club will meet toMonday, 25th, Jr., Sr.
November 7—Wayne Jordan, pro- night at 7 p.m. in the Women's Gym. Tuesday, 26th, Sr., Frosh.
• fessor ; "The Outlook for Democracy
The class hockey winner is being
Members of last year's club are inWhen in Bangor, visit the
in Europe."
structing the beginners in the basic determined in a double round robin
November 14—Russell Woolley, in- tumbling principles. Miss Teresa Shel- tournament, each team playing every
other team twice.
structor; "World Federalism."
ton is faculty adviser for the group.
Members of the newly organized OfThe meeting place is the Fellowship
for finest in service, food, and atmosphere
ficials
Club are officiating at the presHouse
at
Street
36
Myrtle
in
Orono.
Bangor
66 Main St.
Musicians
In
Demand
ent
hockey
games on campus as well
Meetings
:45
last
p.m.
from
until
6
8.
•
Refreshments will be served during the
All students NNho are interested in as at some of the high school games in
question period. A dime per person playing in the University orchestra are this area.
•
Bates and Colby have accepted
covers expenses.
urged to attend rehearsals at 7:15 on
BLOMER TRAILER SALES
Tuesdays, at Carnegie Hall. There is WAA's invitation to attend a Play
Subscriptions for THE MAINE a particular
HOUSE TRAILERS
demand for string and per- Day here at the University on NovemCA.1111L7S will be received at 202
ber 13. Committee chairman Caroline
cussion instruments, and trombones.
'East Annex.
Strong has announced a tentative
schedule for the day's plans; the morn1"-ed
New
• ing will be spent on the hocky field
with all three colleges participating in
novelty hockey games, relays and archI cry contests. Luncheon will be served
ACCESSORIES
in the Women's Gym, followed by a
Lengthen the life of your Trailer
social hour. Then everyone is to go
We offer a limited quantity of surplus portable microscopes for sale.
Seal before winter with
back to the field for a short round robin
These
are all new, in original cartons and cost many times the price
hockey tournament to wind up an all
TEN X SEALING COMPOUND
(lay affair. There will be sign up
for which they are now being offered.
21
/
2 oz. tube 450
sheets in the dormitories for campus
women and in the MCA for off-campus
Specifications: Overall height 8 inches, turret with three different
women who may wish to attend.
powers. Will accept auxiliary eyepiece for higher powers desired.

The welcome mat of the University
will be dusted off to greet hundreds of
Dr. Constance Warren, president
returning alumni during the week end
emeritus of Sarah Lawrence College,
of the Colby game.
spoke of the importance of scholarHomecoming will open Friday eveship as a prerequisite to extracurricular activity in an address before ning, October 29, with a football rally
the Women's Leadership Conference and bonfire sponsored by the Senior
luncheon last Saturday in North Esta- Skulls. Phi Gam, ATO, Kappa Sig,
and SAE have already advised the
brooke Hall.
office of their plans for "open
Group discussions followed the Alumni
for
house"
the alumni following the
luncheon, with student and adult leadgame. The All-Maine Women will be
ers for each group.
hostesses at an after-game dance in
The discussion leaders were: Miss
the gym, where coffee and doughnuts
Therese Dumais and Kathleen Kenwill be served.
nedy; Miss Esther Comegys and Betty
The Second Annual Homecoming
Arnold; Mrs. John F. Klein and Lorraine Littlefield; Mrs. Albert M. Decorating Contest has been announced
Homecoming Committee
Turner and Jayne Hanson; T. Rus- by the
through
chairman, Professor Fred
its
sell Woolley, Jr., and Norma DrumLamoreau.
L.
Prizes will be awarded
mond; Miss Jane Crowell and Margaret Mollison; Mrs. Joseph M. in three divisions : fraternity houses,
Murray, Louise Powers, and Ann and men's and women's dormitories.
The basis for judging will be origiBurbank.
appropriateness, and appearance.
nality,
The committee for the conference
Judges will be selected from alumni,
chairman,
included Barbara Hines,
faculty, and students.
Miriam Kochakian, Sylvia Dartnell,
Margaret Hanks, Evelyn Ellsworth, The Homecoming program will close
Jean Cunningham, Mary Zelenkewich, Saturday evening with a stag dance in
Dorothea Butler, and Janet Pettee. the gym, under the auspices of the
Aggie Engineers.
Barbara Hines was toastmistress
Members of the Homecoming Comfor the luncheon. Dean Edith G.
mittee are Prof. Fred L. Lamoreau,
Wilson gave a short welcoming adchairman; Prof. John E. Stewart;
dress.
Miss Eileen Cassidy; Mr. Theodore S.
Curtis; Miss Doris Anderson, '46;
Remember: Extension 52.
Mr. Robert C. Worrick, '42; Donald
Spiller ; and Janice Crowe.

Betts Bookstore

Fellowship Group
Announces List
For Fall Meetings

Women's Sports

New Atlantic Restaurant

I

SURPLUS PORTABLE MICROSCOPES

Fully adjustable on tiltback base. Optical system: pitch polished lenses.

RECORDS!
MAMMOTH SELECTION OF POPULAR—CLASSICAL--JAZZ---WESTERN----CHILDREN'S RECORDS
New and used instruments
bought—sold—rented—repaired
BALDWIN PIANOS

CAPEHEART RADIOS

VINER'S MUSIC CO.
"Maine's Most Complete Music Store"
53 Pickering Sq.

Bangor

These portable microscopes are offered subject to prior sale on the
following terms: Price $9.00, includes shipping and packing charges.
Check or money order should be sent with your order or $2.50 deposit,

Enrollment Record
Broken In Home Ec

A record enrollment of 201 students
in home economics courses has been
announced by Dr. Louise A. Stedman,
the microscope to be sent C.O.D. for balance. Any check received
department head. The previous record
after quantity has been sold will be returned promptly.
was 199 in 1941. The increase over
last fall is 37.
GIBSON PAGE CO. INC.
The Maine Home Economics Association has been conducting a reDealers in War Surplus
cruiting drive for young women with
Box 1130, Rochester 2, N.Y.
degrees to enroll in the courses.
Seventeen of the students are mar• ried, and two are mothers.
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,Hartgen Announces Eagles Hosts
That Students May
To Frosh At
suggestion of a party. Even the everpresent stag dances entered in to the Borrow Pictures

University Society
BY JAN AND KITTY

This week we're going to do some- spirit ui the thing. (one are the days
Want a ripro,luctn,n of an art
thing drastic! We're going to put the when our hearts were young and gay
masterpiece
to brighten up the walls
New facilities now available in the P.M's and E's first!!!! So here goes: ...leastwise, until next week end when
of
home
your
or dormitory room? A
Pinned:
basement of South Stevens Hall are
we hope to see the campus its usual limited number of reproductions are
Peggy
Hobbs
to
Curley Gordon, thriving self, especially after that debut one part of the expanding Audioavailable through the Picture Loan
Phi Mu Delta
Visual Service, it was announced tocisive victory over our Bates rivals. Service of the Art Department, ProLois Avery to Dick Bouchard, We see by the posters that ATO plans
day by Prof, Joseph I. Hall, director.
fessor Vincent A. Hartgen announced
Theta Chi
In addition to the large library of
a Haydown Open House and Sigma
There were about 400 reproductions
Helen Sutton to Art Boulter, Phi Epsilon also has plans for a dance
sound films, soon to be augmented by
to be loaned at the beginning of the
A.T.O.
more than 40 titles, plans call for the
in South Estabrooke Saturday night.
year, but only a comparative few are
Engaged:
opening of a large projection room and
We're looking forward to a great on hand now. To extend the benefits
Frances
Cyr to Fred Bigney
a smaller preview room in the near
show at the rally Friday night. You of this program to as many as posMarried:
future.
Marilyn Isaacson to Samuel know, the kind we used to have Fresh- sible, student borrowers are required
Among new services is the furnishman year... and last year, too. We're to return their choices after two weeks,
Simonds
ing of projectors and operators to all
of the opinion that this year's Freshmen but two-week extensions are granted
You may or may not have noticed,
classrooms free of charge, and to clubs
deserve something of the old calibre in some cases.
depending on how socially minded you
and organizations for a small charge.
of showmanship. We hope, just to "No fee is charged, except that each
are, that there was something missing
Prof. Hall said the purpose of the
make us innocent people happy that borrower acquaint himself with the
from last week's Campus, which is,
Audio-Visual Service is to maintain
Mayor Huff can think of a few un- title and author of the picture in his
as you know, the leading student puba library of educational films for
soiled
witticisms between now and possession," Professor Hartgen said.
lication. We hang our heads and avert
Maine schools and clubs at low cost,
then.
We
realize that a precedent had
our eyes. A plague upon ye, society
and to handle transcription equipment
been
set
by
a previous speaker of the Thursday
editors ... But that's life ... new deadClub Meets
and provide film service for the Unilines come and go.... Our feeling of evening. There is no reason that we
versity.
At Estabrooke Today
responsibility to you, dear reader, can see why that precedent could not,
Prof. Hall is assisted by Mrs. Eve- compels us to give you a short recap and can not be challenged. Jokes of
The regular meeting of the Thursday
lyn Bennett, chief booker and secre- of last week's events.
this kind don't take many mental qual- Club will
be held this afternoon in
tary; Mrs. Arlene Low, bookkeeper; On
October 29th passerbys were ifications. It's the other kind that re- South Estabrooke from 3 to 5.
Philip Tribou, chief inspector; Frank jolted at the
quire wit!
Mrs. Carl M. Flynn is chairman of
sight of a funeral procesKittredge, chief film technician; and sion dirging
Praise the Lord and pass the am- the meeting. Mrs. Wilmarth H. Starr,
its way to Lambda Chi's
Herbert Merrill, chief operator.
Horror Party behind a resurrected munition and please let the ammuni- Mrs. Vincent A. Hartgen, Mrs. Fredhors'n buggy hearse. What with tion pass us so we can see you next erick Youngs, and Mrs. Benjamin C.
spiders, cobwebs, sheeted furniture and week!
Kent are committee members.
ghost stories, a screaming time was
had by all at this, the most original
party of the year.
...so far.
James M. Whitten, history and govThe
SAE's
a vic dance in
held
ernment instructor, spoke on current
honor of its pledges Saturday night.
politics at the Women's Forum meeting
Several sparkling New Hampshire
in North Estabrooke last Thursday.
lads enjoyed and very ably assisted
Mr. Whitten discussed the platforms in the evening's entertainment. The
MAIN STREET
BANGOR, MAINE
of the Socialist, Progressive, Demo- dance was interrupted
for a jovial
Headquarters
cratic, and Republican parties.
community sing and the thirsts acDorothy Ansel! and Janice Crane quired during the process were
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS
will conduct a group discussion of po- quenched with ...cider.
litical news at the next meeting of
The belle of the ball at Phi Mu Delthe Forum. October 28.
ta's Old Clothes party was Ma Yale in
her ensemble topped off with purple
Technical Difficulties
stockings and sash.
Petteecarr Award of the Week to
Slow Down Pine Needle
Barbie Hines for beautifully organizEditors Sam Jones, Dick Sprague, ing the Women's Leadership Conand Ray Cudahy have two "important" ference. It was a lot of work and we
announcements to make regarding the think that everyone who attended will
Pine Needle:
join us in a heartfelt thanks to Barbi.:
(1) They reveal, with deep regret, and all those who contributed to its
that publication date has been changed SUCCCSS.
from October 25 to October 30 due to
If you've seen a lot of people playing
"technical difficulties."
Frankenstein and Dracula this week
(2) They hint darkly that certain it's not a carry-over from the afore
professors and instructors are "ex- mentioned Horror Party. Nope, it's
posed" in a "searching" article written just an indication of the thriving busiby Russ Meade.
ness that the Orono branch of the M&P
theatres did this week end. People
were thrown on their own resources
Bridge Club Now Open
for entertainment, as there was not to
To New Members
be found on our fair campus even a
The Bridge Club has invited all interested students and faculty members
to join its ranks. Tournaments are held Maine Annex Men Of'47
every Friday at 7 p.m. at the MCA To Be Feted By Colvin
building. Membership fee is 50 cents
Last year's Brunswick Campus men
George Reed and Steve Jacoby took
will
be the guests of Colvin Hall at
op honors in the duplicate tournament
an open house to he held on Saturday
from 3 to 5:30 p.m. Dancing and refreshments will follow the Bates footThe Music Department anball game.
nounces that it has set aside the
Fine Gordon oxford
, Janet Bannister, Colvin social chairninth period (3.45-4.45) Monday
man, is in charge.
through Friday for listening to
cloth in a two-pocket,
recordings of serious music.
An operator will be in Room
convertible collar shirt
•
I
101, Carnegie Hall, to play all
STUDENTS!
records. Students and faculty arc
makes Doubler a pereninvited to attend.
We have ...

Platforms Analyzed
For Club By Whitten

Pumpkin Party

The Sophomore Eagles entertained
the freshman girls Sunday evening in
South Estabrooke dining room at a
pumpkin party. Various games and a
puppet show by Lois Leonard were arranged by Elizabeth Zaitland, Florence
Beruhe, Bertha Clark, Janet Bannister,
and Nancy Hubbard.
Eleanor Moore, Janice Josslyn, and
Mary Marsden were in charge of refreshments. The invitation committee
members were Barbara Grover, Phyllis
Osgood, and Emily Smaha.

Open House At ATO
ATO invites the campus to an open
house-Hayseed Frolic next Saturday.
Festivities are scheduled to begin with
dancing at 8:15.

The
'BOLD LOOK'
COMES TO

FREESE'S
MEN'S SHOPS

FREESE'S MEN'S SHOPS
Versatile
Oxford

ARROW
"DOUBLER"
$395

nial

ALL MAKES OF
PORTABLES
Liberal Time Payments

K. E. TWITCHELL
SERVICE
Photostatic Work of All
Kinds
24 hour service
97 HAMMOND Sr., BANGOR
Tel. 5345

ARROW,

TYPEWRITER

SHIRTS and

Sales & Service

•

16 Middle St
Orono, Me.
Ithd 345
George L. Ilmothey

campus favorite.

TIES

UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS

•

ro.314vrf

oPP°1`

BOSTON
SAX*NIF
TOPCOATS
Based on the purchasing
power of tod9r's dollar, a
Boston Saxony 1opcoat is still
an outstanding investment.
it's. tailored by the outercoat
specialist, Barron-Anderson,
and is superlative in quality
of fabric, workmanship,
and styling.
$59
Skumer Qua lily
Linings
Po Len
en,,,(rtirLion
permit,
lia
of • "11 Former

AU

prieml et $15

FREESE'S
MEN'S SHOPS
BANGOR
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Fraternities
List Names Of
More Pledges

Coeds To Elect
Calico Queen

Orono, Maine, October 21, 1918

Dr. Weiler Next Rushing Dates Students Urged
Speaker At
Set By Sororities To Take Steps
Lecture Series
To Avert Theft

The Aggie Club has announced that
The Panhellenic Council has anelf-ctions for Calico Queen candidates
nounced that fall rushing for sororities
Fraternities this week released the for the annual Farmer's Fair will be
The Friendship and Marriage lecture will begin November 14 with an Open
Chief Frank Cowin of the campus
names of the following additional held next week in the women's dorms.
series, now in its second week, will en- House for the freshman girls. At this police urges that each student consider
pledges:
House presidents will supervise the ter the more serious phases this Sunday
time each sorority will open its rooms it his personal duty to be on the alert
Beta Theta Pi: Lewis A. Crowell, election of each dorm's candidate for
when
Dr.
Theodore C. Weiler, assist- and present displays illustrating soror- for possible robberies during the season
Edgar G. Turmelle.
the crown.
of house parties, homecoming celebraant professor of sociology, speaks on ity life.
Delta Tan Delta: Donald F. MerNames of the winning candidates
tion, and other social functions.
rill, Galen H. Peary, Romeo Mikalonis, are to be turned in to Foster Gordon, "Choosing a Mate."
A general meeting will be held NoAlthough there have been no thefts
Stanley G. Roberts.
This lecture is the second in a series vember 1 to explain to all freshmen
Phi Mu Delta, before Friday, October
on the campus this fall, the University
of five, all scheduled for Sunday eve- and transfer women the function of soKappa Sigma: Alexander Agosti- 29.
has experienced them in the past. Chief
nelli, Francis A. King, Leslie R. LegPlans for the final selection of the nings at 7 p.m. in the Oakes Room of rorities on this campus.
Cowin suggests that fraternity men be
the Library. Last Sunday the topic
gett, Aaron N. Nelson, Jr., Russell K. queen will be announced later.
The first period of informal rushing particularly cautious about leaving
was "Friendship and Dating," with dates will extend
Noyes, Lionel E. Roy, Richard J.
to November 23, money in their rooms when they retire
Rev. and Mrs. Walter Wagoner of
Vaughan.
to the ramp at night.
Colby as guest speakers.
Lambda Oil Alpha: Oliver N.
Chief Cowin pointed out that many
Clubs participating in the meetings
Jackson.
students invite robbery by carelessly
include the M.C.A., Koinonia, and the
Phi Eta Kappa: Allesandro D.
leaving valuable articles in the open.
Panarese, Joseph E. Wall.
That was not—repeat not—a Sopho- Canterbury Club.
Phi Kappa Sigma: Stanley A. Ells- more Owl nor even an Eagle nestling
The University of Maine speech deBroadcast Scheduled
worth, Frederick F. Soucy.
in the crotch of one of the trees in Scholarship Awarde
partment, through its Debate Council,
d
Sigma Alpha Epsilon: Albert F. front of Oak Hall last Monday afterwill sponsor the Northern Clinic of
Professor H. Alan Luke will speak
Riva C. Greenblatt of Bath has re- the Bates Debating League
Brady, Robert B. Hiller.
noon. A Campus reporter, two Tech
in coopera- on the WLBZ Maine Farm Topics
Sigma Chi: Donald P. McGlauflin, men, and a history major agree unani- ceived a Maine Normal School scholar- tion with Bates College, Saturday, Broadcast tomorrow
at 6:45 a.m. His
ship at the University of Maine.
Ralph P. Mahoney, Gordon G. Zellner. mously that it was a raccoon.
November 13.
subject will be retail milk pricing.
Sigma Nu: William J. Leader, Jr.
Despite inclement weather, the racSigma Phi Epsilon: Roger H. coon drew a large crowd and nobody
Brown, Richard H. Hale, Edwin C. attempted to capture him.
Manzer, Frank M. Tillou, Jr., George
N. Whalen.
Carnegie Open House
Tau Kappa Epsilon: Lynwood P.
Slated
by OCUMAAO
Hill, Malcolm D. McLean, Keith Earland Tozier, William A. Walker.
Social Chairman Roy Blake anTheta Chi: Robert J. Breton, Ralph nounced that OCUMMO
will hold an
M. Cook, Jr., Arthur R. Maasbyll, open house for East Hall
women at
Robert Francis Sullivan, Louis P. Guil- the Carnegie Hall lounge, Friday
eveBANGOR
mette, Fred E. Robinson, William G. ning after the football rally.
Russell, Charles W. Walls, Jr., Robert
There will be card playing, dancing,
F. Lord.
and refreshments.
All off-campus men are invited.
Remember: Extension 52.

Large Crowd Views
Mysterious Visitor

Debate Council
Sponsors Clinic

The"NEW LOOK"Comes To

FREESE'S

Take A Walk Up Main Street And See

PIIESTINI

FREESE'SA1ODERN STORE FROIT

MAGICIAN
Contact:

Donald D. Jones

IIILLSOI ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
For the ,oeek of October 18, 194.8

CHARLES LORANGER
Sigma Nu
In recognition of his outstanding 95-yard touchdown
run against Connecticut.

The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLEANING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
Orono 617
wonderfully wearable, this
little sailor cloche yr,ti its broad
banding of ribbon . . . its air
of crisp simplicity. A clean-eta
casual to live in. .. and /ova
for its versatility.
$8.95*
So

HES

MIXMASTERS
HARDWARE SPRAYERS—
CLEANSERS
8: VARIETY LOCKSETS
CEMENT
SCALES
FANS 31-31 MILL ST., ORONO, MAINE TOYS
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